Name of the Tool

Cook’s Info Encyclopedia

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.cooksinfo.com/food-encyclopedia

Subject

Food--Encyclopedias

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

CooksInfo.com

Brief History
The CooksInfo.com Food Encyclopedia founded in 1999 and the site
is now the largest food encyclopedia on the Internet.
Scope and Coverage
This encyclopedia covers following topics:

Along with these food categories the encyclopedia also gives articles
on more than 700 recipes, huge numbers of biographies, kitchenware
articles, etc.

Kind of Information

Special Features

The encyclopedia is a largest encyclopedia on food related items,
favorite food dishes, different vegetables, ingredients used in
cooking, different recipes, etc. An article on “Vegetables” gives
information about vegetable grading, vegetable cooking tips, links to
25 different vegetables. Another article on “Herbs” gives information
about harvesting herbs, cooking tips, nutrition value of herbs, storage
hints, and storage hints. The article also provides links to different
kind of herbs; see also reference to dried herbs, etc.
 The encyclopedia gives option to print its articles;
 Users can also give comments to the articles;
 Citation format of each article is provided by this
encyclopedia;
 At the home page along with food encyclopedia, there is a
link to different recipes. The encyclopedia includes 700 above
recipes which can be browsed by category wise.
 Biographies of world famous cooks are also provided at the
home page.
 Information about different kitchenware are also included by
this encyclopedia;

 Food calendar gives information on month wise information
about world food events.
 The CooksInfo.com also produces a newsletter on food. The
website contains links to this newsletter.

Arrangement Pattern

The categories of this encyclopedia are arranged alphabetically in the
homepage.

Remarks

This Cook’s Info Food Encyclopedia is a great source of food and
food related matters and also a great source of different world famous
cooking recipes.
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 Encyclopedia of Food
(http://www.precisionnutrition.com/encyclopedia/)
 Food Encyclopedia
(http://www.foodterms.com/encyclopedia/a/index.html)
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